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EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

Hope Foundry
Home to MAP Charity,
the iconic site dates back to 1831
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CONTEXT
“ MAP Charity is a vital resource within the Leeds cultural
community, providing qualifications and professional
development opportunities for the next generation of
creatives. Their plans to convert Hope Foundry into a
multi-use artistic hub provides an inspiring example of how
business, culture and education intersect.
Through a capital campaign to develop their current home,
a Grade II Listed site with a rich crafts and manufacturing
heritage, MAP Charity are looking to provide a replicable
model resolving the tension between regeneration and the
support, retention and preservation of the existing strengths
of an area and the community within it. This is an important
project for our city, and ever more relevant in the light of
Leeds’ cultural aspirations.”
Tom Riordan
Chief Executive, Leeds City Council

We are MAP Charity, and we have an innovative vision!
We are a pioneering alternative provider in creative education, offering
qualifications and first-hand experience to young people at risk of exclusion from
the mainstream school system. Our vision is to inspire young people to reach their
potential through a unique and replicable model which transforms how education
and creative industries interact, providing sustainable development opportunities.
We aim to forge an innovative blueprint for what creative education and charities
can become.
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We plan to purchase and refurbish Hope Foundry, our current home in Mabgate,
Leeds, funded through private capital in partnership with the charity. With the site
under threat of redevelopment, this one-off funding opportunity will ensure that our
work with young people can continue and advance.
Built in 1831, Hope Foundry is a stunning Grade II Listed building. Through our
proposed investment into this site, MAP Charity will safeguard the building’s future
as well as updating and modernising the premises. The plan is to create a single site
with multiple uses, that directly feeds back into the common goal of advancement
of our future generations, particularly those with less opportunities to pursue
creative paths.
The Hope Foundry Project is bigger than just one building, and will take a
groundswell of public support to make it happen. This is about what kind of city we
all want to live in. MAP Charity has an exciting and achievable proposal to expand
its activities across the whole building and create a replicable model for other arts
and education providers worldwide. It will take many like-minded people who share
our inspiring vision for Hope Foundry to make it happen.
Last year we developed a robust and inspiring business case to purchase Hope
Foundry, raised our profile within the city and grew our support network – and what
an incredible response we received. The seeds are sown and our community is
growing, and now with your help we can make this a reality.
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OUR WORK WITH
YOUNG PEOPLE
“I would say that the biggest benefit is that MAP has sculpted
my future, as I was able to develop a passion for filmmaking
and tie it in to my qualification. MAP has boosted my
confidence so much since I started, as I was very quiet, but
because everyone was so welcoming it made me progress in
my social skills and self-esteem.”
Taylor
Alumni of the 11-16 education programme
at MAP Charity

MAP Charity was founded in 2007 to deliver creative training for young people,
alongside running a gallery space for art exhibitions and music events, and
providing workshop space for creative practitioners all under one roof.
Now, we offer BTEC qualifications in Creative Media, Art & Design, alongside
qualifications in Maths and English, to 11-16 year-olds. We have trialled and will soon
add apprenticeships for young people over the age of 16, extending our support
beyond the existing education project that we run.
Our education provision is positioned alongside the charity's work with creative
practitioners and businesses. We offer space and support, and in return they
provide our students with teaching sessions, tangible examples, and the opportunity
to apply the skills they have learnt in real working environments.
We deliver our activities and projects in collaboration with a wide range of
developing and professional artists, musicians, makers and creatives. This model
enables our partnering businesses to interact with young people and the wider
community and to embed social responsibility into day-to-day practice.
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“I don’t know anyone else who gets the opportunities I do.
There are so many skilled people here to learn from, and it’s
all in one place.”
Yefe
Former apprentice at MAP Charity

Our partners help our students understand how they can become professionals in
graphics, design, woodwork, metalwork, screen printing, pottery, photography, audio
engineering, horticulture, catering, and many more creative sectors. All of this is
delivered under the historic Hope Foundry’s roof, through an ecosystem that
nurtures the next generation of creative professionals.
As a vital community asset, working to improve social mobility and employability for
young people, MAP Charity supports Leeds’ ambitious cultural strategy, highlighting
the creative industries as a strategic area of growth for the city’s diverse economy.
We create accessible pathways to further education and employment for young
people, making a positive difference to the future of the creative industries - an
important part of the UK economy worth £92bn in GVA.
We believe in the transformative social impact of music and art within society,
promoting cross-communication between cultures, communities and age groups.
In light of the current threats to arts education provision, and with the skills gap
currently experienced by the creative industries continuing to increase nationally,
our work is more relevant than ever.

MAP Charity Education
Student working with a tutor
in our art classroom
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OUR JOURNEY IN
THE LAST TEN YEARS
“Mabgate is something of a hidden gem in artistic circles ... it
has also long been the unofficial ‘Leeds arts quarter’, home
to all manner of artists, musicians, writers, photographers
and designers, attracted by the cheap rents and sense
of freedom.”
Simon Doherty
The Guardian
We are very fortunate to have had a home that has allowed us to evolve as an
organisation - a place with a legacy of almost 200 years of creating, manufacturing
and inventing. Hope Foundry is an impressive 16,500 sq ft building and has been our
home since we opened in 2007.
The past decade has seen MAP Charity establish and build on a strong reputation
with Leeds’ schools and students for the excellent quality of the learning
experiences offered. Similarly, our artistic programme has raised a significant
national and international profile, particularly within the music industry. These
strengths, together with strong partner relationships and sound financial
management, have allowed us to be financially self-sufficient, avoiding reliance on
grant aid.
However, things are changing: our lease expires in 2019 and, if we’re unable to take
ownership of Hope Foundry, it will be redeveloped into luxury flats. MAP Charity will
lose its https://www.theguardian.com/cities/2016/nov/07/regeneration-leeds-arts-quarter-mabgate-under-threat-victoria-centre
home and the city will lose a significant connection tohttps://www.bigissuenorth.com/features/2017/11/learning-to-the-beat/
its rich cultural and
manufacturing past.
The building sits in an area that is attracting regeneration activity, with a number of
large apartment-block developments near completion on our doorstep and many
more proposed. Mabgate is adjacent to the city centre, close to the Victoria Gate
development, including the new John Lewis store. This has already created
considerable pressures on a number of arts and music venues and businesses in
the area, as recently highlighted by articles in The Guardian and The Big Issue.
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OUR VISION
FOR 2020
“ ...the professional community that has blossomed around
MAP Charity is truly unique ... you’ll find the likes of a graphic
design agency, woodworker, screen and garment printing
specialist, music and electrical technician. These
enterprises are not just neighbours but integral to the DIY
economy. MAP attendees see how creative skills can lead to
successful careers, learning from the practitioners and
gaining inspiration as to where their own talents
could take them.”
Martin Guttridge-Hewitt
The Big Issue
MAP Charity’s bold new vision for the Hope Foundry Project will see this listed building
further evolve as a vital creative hub for Leeds, opening its doors to new facilities
and spaces in 2020 to benefit the whole community.
With the site under threat of redevelopment into luxury flats, we are working
alongside the community, the council, investors and the owners of Hope Foundry to
enact an alternative vision for the site. The charity has devised a phased approach
to acquiring, preserving and restoring Hope Foundry, using private capital funding to
purchase the freehold, and grants and donations for the refurbishment.
This will ensure that MAP Charity’s pioneering work with young people continues to
develop and inspire, delivering a sustainable legacy for Leeds. The project will help
us deepen the rich learning experience we offer to young people, and create new
career paths for them to join the creative business community.
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MAP Charity currently occupies about a third of the building’s total floorspace.
The building retains many impressive features of its historic past, notably the arch
into the foundry courtyard and the ornate features and marble clad entrances
through to the office spaces. The Hope Foundry project will allow us to enact our
vision of transforming the entirety of the building into a thriving cultural ecosystem
for students, partners, and the public. A legacy of Hope Foundry’s past as a centre
for creativity and human potential.
Our refurbishment plans include installing a lift to enable greater access as well new
kitchen, café and garden spaces and a ground floor retail unit. The building’s energy
efficiency is a high priority with emphasis on reducing consumption and generating
renewable energy. The event space will be improved so it can continue to
showcase internationally acclaimed artists and host one of the city’s longest
running and best loved parties, Cosmic Slop. A new dedicated art gallery space will
be created, providing an additional resource for our ongoing programme of
exhibitions, workshops, performances and talks. All of this under one roof.
Situated a stone’s throw from the city centre, Hope Foundry will continue to evolve
as a vital creative hub open to all, and also as a model environment, where students
and professionals at different stages of development can support and inspire one
another and make use of shared facilities.
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HOW WILL THE
PROJECT BE
FINANCED?

Although we’re facing a threat to MAP Charity’s future, the current landscape of
change also offers a significant opportunity for the organisation to secure a
permanent home in which to grow.
Through the Hope Foundry project, MAP Charity will continue to use existing spaces
for its own activities, expand its creative studio facilities and further develop key
partner relationships. This will allow for our impact to be amplified, reaching new
and wider audiences while positively contributing to the local economy.
Following the analysis and consultation set out in our business case, we aim to
acquire Hope Foundry in order to take advantage of this strategically significant
moment in the history of both MAP Charity and the Mabgate area. The purchase of
the freehold, amounting to £1.5m, will be funded by private capital and investment
through a partnership with the charity which includes an option for us to fully buy
back the building, thus securing our future and ability to offer central provision. With
a phased approach to fundraising, we are seeking to raise £900,000 through a mix
of grant funding and public donations to finance the capital refurbishment, allowing
the charity to sustainably grow.
If we are unable to take ownership of Hope Foundry, we have contingency plans and
options in place to ensure we can enact our vision, with funds raised through the
Hope Foundry campaign going toward securing an alternative location.
Our analysis indicates that the ongoing running costs of the facility can be
self-financed, and generate a surplus, if Hope Foundry’s residents pay the
equivalent of light industrial unit market rents. All creative partners would also
contribute to the advancement of the charity’s objectives, for example by offering
apprenticeship places or other learning opportunities for young people.
Commercial partnerships, leading to diversified income streams and financial
resilience for the charity, will also be considered when appropriate and aligned to
our community ethos.
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EDUCATION &
APRENTICSHIPS
PROGRAMMES
£229k

HERITAGE &
RESTORATION
WORKS
£103k

New classroom,
workshop and
studio facilities for
students and
adult learners

Preservation and
restoration of historic
features at Hope
Foundry

Equipment and start
up costs for the
apprenticeships
programme launch

GARDEN &
KITCHEN
£49k
In house kitchen
facililties to service café
and educate students
Roof gardens,
polytunnels,
greenhouses,
hydroponics lab and
vertical growing

GALLERY,
EVENTS SPACES
& CAFÈ
£133k
New dedicated art
gallery
Upgrades to current
events spaces

OUR TARGET

£900K

Including refurbishment
and start-up costs.
Contingency for
capital works
at 15%.

ACCESSIBILITY
£60k

New café & retail
space

CREATIVE
PARTNERS
& STUDIOS
£292k
Digital media, film and
photography suites.

New lift and stairs
installation

Electronics lab

Wheelchair accessible
entrances and car parks

SUSTAINABILITY
£34k
Energy saving
solutions and
renewable power

Screen-printing, metal
and wood workshops
Art and music studios
Co-working spaces
and offices

Shown above is a breakdown of how the proposed refurbishment cost of £900k is
distributed across each area of activity within the Hope Foundry project, based on
the approximate price per square foot for new facilities and any additional capital
and start-up costs. For more information on the benefits that this project will bring
to young people and the community, please see the accompanying document,
Elements of Hope Foundry. Further financial information including contingency
planning, is available on request.
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PROJECT
MANAGEMENT &
GOVERNANCE
STRUCTURE
Progress will be monitored regularly throughout our campaign and we will formally
review the strengths and weaknesses of the fundraising plan and our
implementation of it, adjusting our approach as necessary and keeping key
stakeholders informed of developments.
We will maintain excellence in the governance and financial management of our
organisation, including regular reviews of progress with appropriate contingency
planning overseen by our Board of Trustees.
In addition, MAP Charity’s Development Steering Group, meeting every three weeks
(and made up of a combination of Trustees, professional advisors and members of
the staff team), will be closely monitoring progress to the business plan’s objectives
and report back to the charity’s Board of Trustees every two months.
Further detailed information (including our full business plan, fundraising and
communications strategies, governance information, risk and contingency
analyses) is available on request by writing to: fundraising@mapcharity.org
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NEED
MORE INFO ?
We want to hear from you! We’re always happy to answer any questions and
vide you with further supporting information.
Get in touch and let us know what you need by writing to
fundraising@mapcharity.org
Or have a look at the below links and available list of further information.

MAP CHARITY ONLINE
Hope Foundry project campaign:
mapcharity.org
MAP Charity’s education programme:
education.mapcharity.org
Follow our pages to stay up to date with developments:
facebook.com/mapcharityleeds
instagram.com/mapcharity
twitter.com/MAP_Charity

pro-
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MEDIA COVERAGE
Big Issue article:
bigissuenorth.com/features/2017/11/learning-to-the-beat/
Documentary:
Cosmic Slop: Parties with a Purpose produced by Stamp the Wax and Dimensions
Festival about MAP Charity’s legendary music events and the cause they support:
tinyurl.com/cosmicslopdocumentary
Guardian article:
theguardian.com/cities/2016/nov/07/regeneration-leeds-arts-quarter-mabgate-un
der-threat-victoria-centre
Resident Advisor article:
residentadvisor.net/features/2909

FURTHER FUNDRAISING & MARKETING
MATERIALS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
Key messages for social media and fundraising campaigns
Marketing and fundraising brochures, copy, graphics and logos
Information on donating to charity including tax relief and gift aid
Information on corporate sponsorship packages
Press Releases
Merchandise
including limited edition prints, hand-made greeting cards, posters and T-shirts
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BUSINESS PLANNING DOCUMENTS
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
Business plan
full version
Communications plan
full version
Detailed project timeline covering all phases
Fundraising plan
full version
Financial information for the project
Project work streams
Risks register and contingency options

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ON
MAP CHARITY AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
Annual reports
Articles of association
Benefits of MAP Charity, its services and wider context
Charity registration documents
English Heritage Information for Hope House Listing
Governance and Trustees information
History of MAP Charity
Policies & procedures
Vision, purpose & values statement

